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Poetry 

“Poetry is when an emotion has 
found its thought and the thought 

has found words.”
Robert Frost
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The American Dream: wild, open sea.
Dreadfully impossible is our course.

Yet, bravely we face this reality,
and we go to the final hour with force.

Into crashing waves, into roaring thrash,
Men and Women blindly hope and aspire
to a new age! With set sails, they do dash,
Hoping they’ll find a new resplendent fire.

Yet, upon the open sea they’re alone.
Their once mighty sails crumble asunder.

And now, out of house and home they have grown.
All their wealth spent, a people of plunder,

Fallen, reach for their fleeting elation,
But gaze endless up’n their once great nation

Wild, Open Sea
Tristan Boyd
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Titan Falling

Water rushing
Metal creaking
Wood splinters
The walls start leaking

Power fails, 
The boilers are downed
The people cram 
Some have already drowned

The metal twisted
The wood is fractured
The flood consumes
Down goes the ship they manufactured

The end is near, I feel it now
The tides shall claim us soon
The lifeboats drift away from us,
Stranded now to meet our doom

I look to either side and see
The terrified faces of others
I turn my gaze to down below
I wonder how many think of their mothers

I take a breath and let go

Ashton Estill
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And now I’m in free fall
The water reaches up to me
And I stretch to meet its call

The icy cold envelops me
My breath is taken from my lungs
The light beckons with an alluring song
A tune that’s heard in many tongues

My head breaks water
And my air returns
I swim for a boat
Ignoring the icy burn

It seems to drift further with every stroke
Hope is dwindling
Wait it’s closer, could it be?
Fate is no longer swindling?

But it’s just a hopeful fantasy
The waves hit me with reality
The boats are leaving me
A choice that causes fatality

And as I sink beneath the waves,
The siren’s call cries out
I look up with waterlogged eyes
To give a muffled joyous shout

As darkness consumes me I see the light
And I smile
Maybe….
I just close my eyes a while...
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It’s such a small thing
Yet it controls almost everything
As young as you are
As old as you get
Time will define you,
You cannot refine it

Time can give
Time can take
Power, money, life
For us to forsake.

You may not know it now
But soon you will figure it out.
That when you’re 1 or 42
You’re judged by what
Time has given you.

Time
Evin Mears
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Fragile

This heart,
this heart that lives inside me,
this heart I have been given,

it pumps my blood,
it holds my feels,

it beats,
it thumps,

it lives!
But what if…

what if I play with the strings attached?
Pull there,
tug here,

snip there.
It’s so fragile,
so tender…

What if I break it?
What if I break theirs?

What is he breaks her and she breaks three more?
Who can live then?

Who would want to pretend the pain isn’t real,
pretend that the heart they gave home to,

the heart that pumped their blood and held their feels,
the heart that loved them when no one else’s did,

who would want to pretend that wasn’t real?
Our hearts, 

our hearts are missing a warning label,

Scarlette Miller
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a CAUTION: FRAGILE, BREAKABLE, DELICATE, 
please handle with care.
Don’t play, don’t fondle,

don’t tell it ‘I love you’ then turn around and do the 
same to four more.

They’re fragile, be careful,
if you break theirs your’s will break a little too,

be careful.
We’re fragile.
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Speak

“They” are not used to thinking
About every word they’ll be speaking,
Words come out as easy as blinking,

But her words start sinking and overthinking.
Her words are no longer inviting. 

“Did you forget your name, honey?”
No, I just do this to be funny...

This can’t be fixed by amounts of money.
Guess she’ll always be a dummy.

We all know those Presentations
Giving her the worst sensations

Can’t even speak another’s citations.

Words turning to mumbles
Mumbles turning into stumbles

Her dignity slowly starts to crumble.

Flowing through her head like the sea,
How hard can it really be?

Listeners react with a slap of knee.
This is how it’s always going to be.

Words are stuck in her throat,
Left in water to stay afloat,

Praying to God to find that boat.

Abbigail Smith
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Everyday brings her dread.
She wishes she had a different head.

Maybe saying things needing to be said
Will help her voice rise from the dead.

Little Girl,
Bouncy Curls,

Never thought of more than pearls.
Always speaking as her Barbie Girls.

Tongue Twisters were for play,
Twisted Tongues make it hard everyday.

Turning her cheek,
She won’t have to speak.

How many times she’s told it’s unique.

Will she ever find a lover
To see beyond and let him love her?

She knows she’ll always have it tougher
All due to a stupid stutter.
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Artwork 

“This world is but a canvas to our 
imagination.”

Henry David Thoreau
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Drawing & Paintings

Alexa Albietz | Time Stops

Alexis Pearson
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Benjamin Dnagy

Isabella Blevins | Memory Project
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Isabella Blevins | Purple Iris

Brittany Harrell
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Garrett Dockins | Dad and Sis

Charlotte Brosie | Scream
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Kendall Enyart | Looking Deeper

Ashton Estill | Australian Shepard
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Ashton Estill | Neko

Ashton Estill | Gears of Time
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Gabrielle Richards | Silence

Kiley Hanff | Sunset Skies
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Rebekah Lipski | Farm House

Juliann Martin | Seaside 
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Jordan Lammert | Sofiya
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Diana Ovchar | Flash

Diana Ovchar | Wise Dog
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Diana Ovchar | Serendipity 

Payton Campion
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Alohra Rhoades | The Rhoades
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Gabrielle Richards | Forest Scene Wolf

Gabrielle Richards | Sea Turtle
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Evelyn Seeger
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Ryli Scarborough | Inner Demons
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Christian Rudin | Nauvoo Temple

Gabrielle Taylor | Elephant
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Alyssa Biles | Atlantis - Part 1

Photography
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Alyssa Biles | Reflection

Cassidee Wakefield
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Kiley Hanff | Paper Flowers

Scarlette Miller | Stories Apart
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Amelia Osborn | Broken Nature

Rachel Mitchell | Butterfly
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Abbigail Smith | Virgin Mary
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Scarlette Miller | Up North
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Sculpture and Mixed Media

Amelia Osborn
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David Jimenez 
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Garrett Dockins | Cubist Rapture
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Christopher Morell | Car Design

Garrett Dockins | Hidden Giant
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Kyli Kapfer
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Short Stories

“After nourishment, shelter and 
companionship, stories are the thing 

we need most in the world.” 
Philip Pullman
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 I sat comfortably cross-legged in the command chair with 
a Thermos of hot coffee grasped firmly in my cold hands. The heat 
and simple joy radiated into my palms, and I felt a slight smile 
spread across my face. The warmth reminded me of Liam, my sweet 
baby boy. He could barely function, but I gladly cared for him when 
I had the time. I felt my smile fall away. When I had the time… 
I sullenly thought. I barely saw him or my husband Jon because 
of my work load lately. Bill, our mission leader, had given me an 
insane task load for each of my work days for nearly two weeks. As 
we were entering the last month of our journey toward the asteroid 
Chimera, I intended to ask Bill for a week off. I knew it would put 
more strain on him and Jaina, but I missed my family. We had lived 
aboard this ship for nearly a year, and I felt as if they barely knew I 
existed or cared for them.
A beeping forced my eyes open and away from my longing 
thoughts. The glowing glass panel with its crisp holographic images 
informed me that someone had opened the door to the arms locker. 
I swiveled my chair to a second glowing panel on my right, and 
quickly tapping the display, I drew up the live feed security camera 
for the room. Nothing. The room appeared as quiet as a tomb. The 
alarm had gone off twice this week without any indication of a 
breach.  I’ll have to let Jaina know she has some engineering work 
to do.
 The door behind me hissed open; I panicked. I felt my heart 
leap into my throat, and I nearly sprung across the room for a pistol 
mounted upon the far wall. As I spun myself around to face the 
unexpected threat, my gaze fell upon Jon. Relief poured over me, 

An Echo in the Void
Tristan Boyd
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and I chuckled at my own shock.
 “Hey, I nearly shot you, ya know?” I commented with a sly 
grin as he smiled wide.
 “You would have a lot of explaining to do if you had,” he 
said chuckling.
 “Yeah, you don’t say?” I said laughing. “How’s Liam?” I 
asked, forgetting the moment of fright and rife laughter.
 “He’s fine. He just needed to be changed.” As he said the 
words he shifted his blue, somber-eyed gaze to the display screen 
at the front of the bridge. His gaze felt depressed and as dark as the 
empty space into which he stared. What could have him feeling so 
negatively? 
 “How did you sleep?” I heard myself say the words like a 
recording playing back for the millionth time. I hope he’ll bring it 
up if it’s serious.
 “Well enough,” he said in a terse, flat voice. “Anything 
interesting happening on the watch?”
 “Well, we had a fluctuation in the gravimetrics earlier, but 
I corrected the problem. Oh, and the breach alarm for the arms 
locker went off again. It keeps doing that, but no one’s there when I 
check the camera.”   
 “Strange. Have you checked to-” he stopped himself and 
gazed at me knowingly. “You’re just going to put Jaina on it, aren’t 
you?”
 “Yeah,” I said smiling, “I’m here to supply the food, not to 
operate equipment.” 
 “I know,” he said as he shifted his gaze back to the display 
screen.
 Something was definitely upsetting him, but what could 
it be? Why did he always have to be so evasive with conversations 
about his feelings? I’ll never understand. I could feel the frustration 
begin to course through my veins. He never would talk about 
this until it really hurt him, and then me, as a result. I felt myself 
breathe deep, and I forced a wave of relaxation to flow through me. 
If I wanted to help him, then I needed to have patience. He would 
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talk in his own time. Rushing him would only worsen the situation, 
I knew that from experience.
 He stood like a shadow, slender and tall. He allowed a 
silence to grow between us, and I sensed his mind working and his 
courage building.
 “Sara, we need to ta-” he began when suddenly, Bill and 
Jaina rushed into the room with weapons in hand. 
 “Up against the wall!” Bill barked.
 “Bill, what’s going on?” Jon asked.
 “Shut up and move!” he yelled, gesturing to the wall with his 
gun.
 Jon kept asking question after question to no avail. Jaina 
commanded us to turn around, and she quickly shoved me into the 
wall, forcing my hands against it. From the corner of my vision, I 
saw Bill hovering over the command console furiously pattering 
away. 
“Communication keys, now,” said Bill turning his dark, forceful 
brown-black gaze upon us.
We gave them obediently–fearfully. Each of us had a 
communication code for personal internet access and private 
non-optional interviews that the corporations utilized to evaluate 
employee performances. Bill would delete our codes from the 
system preventing us from communicating with corporate… if 
we survived long enough to have that chance. Jon had stopped 
asking questions. I noticed that both Bill and Jaina wore their 
typical leather jackets with their sleek, black pants, but they both 
had a new emblem upon their shoulders. A blue bar resting atop 
a red circle and a white bar below that. The symbol of the Martian 
resistance. They were insurrectionists, proponents of Martian 
independence, here to hijack an earth-based mining vessel to 
further rebel agendas. Doubtlessly, Bill worked expediently in the 
hopes of altering our course and blocking communications from 
any questioning passerbys. They’ll kill us…
 “Time to get moving,” Jaina said with her light, alluring 
voice.
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 “Where are we going?” I asked, unmoving and unblinking. 
 “Nowhere.” The edge of her mouth twitched into a wolfish, 
knowing grin, and she gestured with her hand for Jon and I to 
proceed down the hall. We walked down the white shining halls, 
headed toward the aft airlock. Jaina never spoke of our destination, 
but I knew it. I knew they would kill us. It was only practical. Each 
of the shining walls looked like heavenly clouds that might drift you 
into a peaceful afterlife, but the death Jaina lead us to had no such 
peace. She lead us to a dark, black death that would suffocate us in 
the void of space. Well, not if I can help it.
 As we rounded one last corner, I saw Jon’s face turn pale 
with realization. She would kill us and Liam if I let her. I took in 
the room. The left wall had two metal crates pressed against it and 
strapped in for a secure seal. The space suits were stored there for 
the occasional E.V.A. Jaina would not want us to put them on. 
The holographic door controls served as the only other feature of 
the resplendent, white room. Jaina shoved the gun into my side, 
and I seized that exact moment to lunge out and grab her arm. I 
yanked her forward and heard the exploding shot of the gun. My 
hearing became a whir of faint buzzing and distant voices. In my 
dizzy haze, I moved instinctively and tackled Jaina to the floor. As 
we fell, my hands tightened around the gun, and I pulled it from 
her grip; I kneed her in the stomach forcing her to fall away from 
me. I slammed into the cold, metallic floor and a silent, persistent 
buzzing pervaded the entire room. Jaina’s mouth moved inaudibly 
for a moment and then stopped. I saw her eyes. I looked into her 
inky black pupil and saw myself reflected back; I looked upon her 
soft hazel eyes and felt the mechanical whip of the pistol as I fired a 
single round into her head. It snapped back and thunked mutely to 
the floor. 
 I protected them. I love them. 
 I reached down to my stomach as I became aware of a 
sort of itch, but as my hand ran down my body, I sensed a hot, 
congealing liquid running across my abdomen and the floor. I 
looked down but already knew what awaited my eyes. I saw the red-
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black blood oozing out from my body and felt strangely detached 
from the pain, as if I were merely an observer watching some 
pitifully brave woman dying on the floor in front of me. A hand 
cradled my neck and another hopelessly pressed into my stomach. 
I slowly turned my gaze up to Jon. Jon, thinking even his name 
brought a tearful smile to my lips. I tried to say something. I hope 
I said I was okay and that Liam would be okay. He appeared frantic 
as tears rushed into his eyes. 
 Liam… my sweet baby boy. I wish I could do more for you. 
I wanted to see you grow up and watch you learn and play and 
laugh and live. I won’t see those things, I don’t think…
 Jon had cleared away his tears and seemed to say something 
but his words didn’t come through clearly. He likely made 
impossible promises about saving me. I love that foolish, emotional 
man.
 But, how can I die now? Liam can’t grow up without a 
mother! What will he do if he needs me? What if he cries? What if 
he gets hurt? I won’t be there to protect him… Will this be my last 
act of love for him? How can I do this to him? If I die what will he 
do when he’s older? What if he needs my advice some day and I- 
I’m gone. I cannot let this be the end! 
 I felt my body and mind struggle to keep awake, to stay 
here. I would not allow this to keep me out of my son’s life! I 
groaned and lurched forward. I felt the pain begin to ease and a 
desire to sleep fill my body. No! I will not give in! I will not sleep! It 
seemed like a soft, angelic voice began to speak to me.
 Sleep now, it said smoothly, you can rest for a moment. Just 
close your eyes…
 Never! My son needs me! My husband cannot do this alone! 
I won’t let this happen! No!
 It’s okay, the voice said, you have done well. You deserve to 
rest. You’ve worked so hard. It’s okay to sleep now, I promise. Just 
let go and close your weary eyes.
 My eyes did feel heavy, and I had worked hard lately. Maybe 
the voice had the right of it, maybe it would not trouble anyone if I 
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simply closed my eyes only for a moment.
 Yes, that’s it, just a single moment. A moment of relief. 
Sleep. Sleep. Sleep… 
My eyes blinked. Did they blink? Where did Jon go? He had been 
here only a moment ago. It was only a moment, right? The gun, 
where was the gun!? I leaned up and a visceral shock shot through 
my abdomen as I struggled to one arm.
This won’t keep me from saving them!
The gun had gone. Where, I couldn’t know. A thunderous clap of 
air echoed from down the hall.
Jon?! No, please not Jon! my mind raced through countless 
possibilities, but only one seemed clear.
“Nooo,” my weak voice croaked.
I can’t let this be the end! No!
I gripped my stomach and pressed harder against it with my ever-
failing strength. I dragged myself around the corner, and inch 
by inch, I felt my mind slipping away as black began to encroach 
upon my vision like the vacuum of space around our ship. As the 
darkness filled more and more of my vision, I thought more and 
more desperately of my only wish: to see my husband and son alive 
and well one last time. The echo of the gun ran through my mind 
again. 
No! Not my Liam! Please if anything exists beyond this world have 
mercy on my son! 
I felt a single tear streak down my cheek. A vague figure appeared 
at the end of the hall rushing toward me, gun in hand. My vision 
became spotted until the darkness consumed it entirely, and I 
slipped quietly into the void– dark and black forever.
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Innocent Insanity

The man turned at the sound of his colleague walking towards him. 
He glanced nervously behind the approaching man, making certain 
that he wasn’t followed...again. The lights in that hallway flickered 

and half weren’t even lit. Nobody wanted to go down the west wing 
if they didn’t have to. It had been cleared out after they brought 

it in. The second man approached, also taking a chance to glance 
behind him.  

“Jeffries,” acknowledged the second.
“Hudson,” replied the first. They stood in silence for a moment 

looking into the looming darkness.
“Are you sure it’s contained?” asked Jeffries.

 “Yes, that cell’s been tested so many times. There is no possi-
ble way anything could get out,” Hudson reassured, or tried to.

 “I hope you’re right. Did you hear what it did to Matthews 
the other day?” Jefferies shivered.

 “Yeah, he’s lucky to even be alive.”
 “I’m thinking it would’ve been better if it killed him… at 

least then he would’ve been put out of his misery.”
 “I know man. That thing ripped him up. The only one who 

can get near it anymore is Brown.” stated Hudson.
 “I don’t know how he does it. It’s so tame around him. They 

tried forcing it into submission once. It...didn’t work to say the 
least.” 

 “I heard from Briggans that he communicates with it. Like, 
actual conversation.”

 “I don’t think I’d be brave enough to even approach it.” Jef-
fries wrapped his arms around himself. “Isn’t he afraid that it’ll get 

Ashton Estill
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him or something?”
 “I think so, but it appears to be unbothered by his presence,” 

Hudson explained. 
 “Do you know if it’s attacked everyone that comes near it?”
 “Some claim that it didn’t do anything. It just...stared.”
 Jeffries shivered again. “I’m glad I don’t have to work that 

wing.” 
 “Yeah, you’re lucky. Do you even know how disturbing it is 

at night?”
 Suddenly, there was a faint thump. It was barely noticeable, 

but the two men froze in place. They turned to face the darkened 
corridor leading into the depths of the west wing. It sounded again, 
a bit louder this time. And again, and again, over and over until a 
chorus of pounds rang throughout the building. They were sure 
they could hear the metal of the cell door slowly buckling, even 

from the opposite end of the building. The sounds were loud, am-
plified by the shape of the building and hall. 

 And then, they heard it. The terrible wail, the shrieking 
and fury of the creature. They fell to the ground, clutching at their 

heads, trying to drown out the horrid noise.They felt their ear-
drums burst, blood starting to run from their ears and noses. They 

felt a pounding in their heads, like their brains were about to pound 
out of their skulls.  A chorus of voices joined in, the others finally 
rousing from their silence. The building was drowned in the cries 
of it’s occupants and the ground shook from the vibrations. The 

men ran from the building, still grabbing at their heads, feeling as 
though their heads would burst. The cries continued to follow them 

even after silence once again fell.
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Varsity Band

I’ve heard Varsity Band runs a tight ship. Unlike most sports, you 
have to have a bit of star quality in you to make it past tryouts. The 
marketing department defines their requirements clearly, display-
ing their excellent teamwork, efficient leadership, top notch intelli-
gence, respect of individuals, and perfect conformity. For any nor-
mal program I would shrug off the marketing, but the stories that 
circulate and the stereotypes are so dead on that I can’t argue with 
the masses. I know I probably won’t make Varsity Band my fresh-
man year, but I strive to one day meet the qualifications and step 
foot onto the field as one of the Timberland High School Varsity 
Marching Wolves. I’ve been taking note of the hot gossip and plan 
to mirror my next four years to match the values placed in Varsity 
Band. One step out of line could cost me my entire high school 
reputation or college career. All I have is my dream of Varsity Band 
and here is how I will accomplish it:

Excellent Teamwork 
This past summer, I witnessed a seventeen member trumpet sec-
tion, consisting of mostly males, dress as fairies to showcase the 
quintessence of Varsity Band teamwork. They pranced around 
during breaks and during morning warm-ups, making a point to 
run, wands in the air, yelling, “We don’t run, we fly!” That simple 
phrase marked the approach of a group of fairies plowing you over. 
So much time is spent as a team in Varsity Band that the directors 
often refer to the group as a family. The newcomers are assimilated 
as fast as possible, in summer bonding sessions. Egg roulette took 
place at the park one afternoon. I watched members sacrificing 

Alexandra Schulte
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their own desire for cleanliness and smash raw and hard-boiled 
eggs upon their heads in the name of teamwork. Everyone even 
unanimously agreed to stop the game and have an egg war instead. 
The assimilation of thoughts had already occurred for the newcom-
ers by the first bonding, probably before auditions. Bondings, such 
as these, put Varsity Band so in sync in thoughts and movements 
that the color guard generally only accidentally concuss three peo-
ple a year.

Efficient Leadership 
“If your dad and your boyfriend switched bodies and you had to 
have sex with one of them to switch them back, which would you 
have sex with?” rings across the field daily from the mouth of a stu-
dent leader. The Varsity Band program has an effective hierarchy of 
leadership, ranging from the directors, to the all-mighty drum ma-
jors, to the section leaders. Although the bottom of the leadership 
hierarchy, the section leaders are single handedly responsible for 
every malfunction in the group. The drum majors are never wrong. 
Members are instructed that they should “Bow down to their 
drum majors” for all the work they put in. Last summer I watched 
a sousaphone trip in the mud, then, as the drum major continued 
conducting, four more ran over them. Scrapes and bruises resulted, 
but the biggest tragedy of the event was the sousaphone bell that 
bent in half. The leadership in the Varsity Band prepares members 
for the hardships of the real world and possibility of catastrophy in 
competition. Without events like these in rehearsal, how are mem-
bers supposed to know how to react when the 12ft coffin prop fell 
onto someone during performance? The group can not function 
without the leadership team. I praise them. 
Top Notch Intelligence 
The puddle on the 50 yard line is two dinkles deep, while the rest of 
the field sits in a cesspool of roughly half a dinkle deep. The Varsity 
Band would not know these beautiful calculations, or the con-
versions to metric units, if it weren’t for the brilliant minds in the 
ensemble. From mathematical measurements, to scientific discov-
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eries, to physics demonstrations the Varsity Band does it all. Mem-
bers offer large sums of money for others to learn and perform labs 
about the effects of eating earthly matter. A member was offered 
$10 to eat an earthworm in the name of science. Others perform 
physics demonstrations on their own will. One broke their trumpet 
in half, just to see how the lead pipe filtered the sound waves into 
the valves. Being able to sacrifice your own instrument for scientific 
discovery is so honorable, I’m not sure how I’ll ever live up to that 
feat. 

Respect of One Another 
Varsity Band is built on a platform of 
firm respect for the directors and au-
thority figures in the ensemble. To the 
left you can see an email sent to the 
Jazz coach, highlighting the fact that 
he needs to loosen up a little bit in his 
teaching techniques. Another stu-
dent, on a phone call during practice, 
was confronted by the other director 
and asked to put his phone away. The 
member informed the director that 
it was his mother, hence leading to a 
state of understanding for the circum-

stance. During student leadership tryouts, a member was overheard 
stating that they were “signing away their life to lead team”. The 
directors, respecting the student’s dedication, allowed him to not 
participate in the leadership team that season. Maybe, with all of 
Varsity Band’s compassion, I will make it on the team after all.

Perfect Conformity 
The conformity present in Varsity Band is superb. When the group 
marches by, I can barely tell one from another. Their hair is all dyed 
the same way, nobody wears jewelry or paints their nails, and for 
the past five years there has even been a gender rule for the drum 
majors, keeping it traditional by portraying the band dominated by 
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males. The biggest catastrophe to plague the ensemble is to forget 
to fold your pants the same way, to walk inside without marching 
in position or, God forbid, to take off your uniform and reveal your 
shorts and t-shirt outside of the bus. Although some people are 
unshaven and members aren’t always perfect in their packing for 
competitions, the group always wears the same pants around after 
a performance. If a member does not pack khakis, parents will be 
sent two hours home or to the nearest Walmart to purchase a pair 
for the sake of conformity. Members like this are blacklisted for not 
adhering to the proper conformity code and treated unkindly in 
future tryouts. I would never allow myself to make such a crucial 
mistake. I already have four pairs of khakis packed in a bag at any 
moment on the off chance I am called to perform.
 
I cannot envision a future in which my talents go unrecognized. 
The only way to prove my worth in high school and gain the expe-
rience I need for my future career is to be apart of the Varsity Band 
Program. I will do anything to have all the characteristics outlined 
in the brochure. My entire future rests on this tryout. I have studied 
the Varsity Band for months, practicing endlessly for this chance. 
Here I go. 
*distant, disgruntled trumpet noises*
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